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The digital transformation of the global economy is uprooting the world of banking.  

Digital-first consumers want to access their money and services through their devices 

- rather than having to deal with in-store clerks and slow bureaucracies.

Fintechs have risen to the challenge of meeting these new demands globally, with 

neobanks and challenger banks becoming household names in many areas.

Yet such a transformation carries certain challenges, as procedures that were developed 

in an analog world have to be augmented in order to fit the digital landscape.

One such challenge is that of credit scoring. After all, lending is all about trust.

The hard problem is finding the right signals about a given customer that allows you to 

determine (or deny) that trust.

This guide will walk you through not just the traditional approach and the philosophy 

behind it, as well as how you can utilize public data about your customers to navigate 

the risky waters of underbanked regions.

Credit scoring sees financial institutions (primarily lenders) evaluate the creditworthiness 

of an individual or a business. 

It takes place during the loan application phase for many types of financial products, 

from mortgages to private loans and even microfinancing. 

Traditionally it's based on credit reports - the applicant's credit history is used to calculate 

their score in order to mitigate losses against bad debt.

Credit scoring is done by credit bureaus. In layman's terms, it's asking how likely is it 
that the debtor will pay back the loan?

What is Credit Scoring?

How is Credit Scoring Calculated?
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Another issue loan companies can face is to do with the scarcity of data. This is particularly 

the case in developing nations where the majority of the population remains underbanked.

In spite of an increase in financial inclusion around the globe, there are still around 1.7B 

adults who do not have access to financial services.

The surprising news, however, is that the unbanked aren’t only found in developing 

countries, as they count anyone who relies on a cash economy for a variety of reasons:

Credit scores in the US use the FICO model; their scale runs from 0 – 999. 

In the UK, a credit report will be compiled by Experian, Equifax or TransUnion, and the 

credit score is calculated on a scale between 0–999, 0–850, etc. No matter the maximum 
on each scale, a lower score is always considered a higher risk of default.

When the Credit Data Simply Isn’t There

Historically, the data used to answer that question included:

Proof of Income statements

Alternative data: proof of payment of phone or utility bills

Debt trail

Credit Card usage

Inability to afford banking fees

Lack of trust in financial institutions

Reliant on a family member’s account

Inability to produce the right documentation

https://globalfindex.worldbank.org/sites/globalfindex/files/chapters/2017%20Findex%20full%20report_chapter2.pdf
https://globalfindex.worldbank.org/sites/globalfindex/files/chapters/2017%20Findex%20full%20report_chapter2.pdf
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These are people without access to mainstream financial services and products offered 

by traditional retail banks. This means no access to credit cards or loans, and a reliance 

on cash rather than other payment methods.

2.7 Billion people are still underbanked

In fact, 25% of US households are either unbanked or underbanked (when they do not 

have enough money to keep an account opened) which means there’s limited personal 

information to create a digital footprint.

Alternative data helps support the loan applicant via requesting their payment history 

for other common services - such as phone bills or utilities. 

It's a form of 'lending trust' - if other companies trust this customer and they pay their 

bills on time, they are more likely to repay their loans as well. Proof of employment serves 

a similar role, as someone earning a regular salary is clearly less of a risk than someone 

who doesn't.

The Role of Alternative Data  
in Credit Scoring

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/03/08/25percent-of-us-households-are-either-unbanked-or-underbanked.html
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Employment data can also be combined with sector data, allowing the lender to guess the income 
level of the debtor, and make offers to them accordingly.

As you can see, this is a traditional approach fit for previous generations, where the credit score 
process relies fundamentally on services they were expected to use.

Enter social media and other internet services....

The ‘online generation’ are not only equipped with smartphones and a data plan, they are all over 
the internet, social media or subscribed to some online service. 

Our online presence, otherwise known as a digital footprint, can say more than a thousand words 
about us. As such, this information can be a powerful form of alternative data for credit scoring 
models.

Leveraging the digital footprint

The number of email users and mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets and other tools 

connected to IoT (Internet of Things) continues to rise. This gives organizations a growing 
number of additional data points to analyze for digital credit scoring.
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Fundamentally digital footprints come most handy in markets where traditional bureau 

data is unavailable, other data sources are stale or inaccurate, or the target group is 

simply underbanked.

All these situations make it difficult to meaningfully assess risk. Furthermore, when it 

comes to mobile services, users expect a frictionless experience. 

The more hoops they have to go through, the sooner they get fed up and go to the 

competition.

As such, using an email address or a phone number that's provided by the user on 

registration to find them on social media and other platforms - thus creating their digital 

footprint - has some value to it. Let me explain…

For one, it proves that the person does exist and is probably legitimate if they're willing to 

give you the details they use in their online lives, as opposed to a fraudster, who would 

likely use a throwaway address or a burner number, and not have the expected digital 

presence. 

Within the context of credit scoring, you can turn that data into numerical values. As each 

market is different, the recommended approach is to look at your historical data (good 

debtors as well as defaulters) and look for correlations between presence on different 

platforms and their quality. 

The traditional approach for using social media data for credit scoring was looking at a 

person's friends; based on the intuitive approach that birds of a feather flock together.

Many looked at a simple explanation that people's online friends are generally from the 

same social-economic class as they are, i.e. friends of good debtors tended to be good 

customers themselves and vice versa.

How Credit Scoring Works with 
a Digital Footprint?

Why is a digital footprint important  
for credit scoring?
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But there's more; it's easy to use LinkedIn for example as a digital equivalent of employment 

proof, and LinkedIn users tend to be white-collar professionals who generally have better 

credit scores. Having a Spotify subscription or an active Airbnb account also hints at 

good spending habits, and so on.

The process in which you use the raw digital footprint information and use it to create a 

360 picture of your customer is called social profiling, and it's being deployed in a variety 
of fields that deal with risk.

Depending on the user’s country, you can reasonably expect that good debtors and bad 

debtors will have a different mix of sites and services for which they are signed up for. 

By looking at these links, you can assign different values for these different services, and 

factor them into your credit scoring.

For example, a fresh user who doesn’t have an account with their countries largest 

messaging platforms could indicate a bad-faith actor, who you can block or ask for proof 

of income statements from. 

On the other hand, someone who has active GitHub, LinkedIn and Skype accounts is 

likely to be a programmer, who might be easier to trust within certain contexts.

How does Credit Scoring work 
with Social Profiling?
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Such an approach can augment your credit scoring models in a way that allows you to 

take on customers who would otherwise look too risky because of their underbanked 

nature. Moreover, it also lets you screen out malicious actors even before they reach the 

stage of mandatory KYC verification.

Technological advances have allowed banking transactions to be simpler, more cost-

effective, and smaller. 

Over the last few years, commercial banks and the new wave of digital-only financial 

institutions have therefore embraced microfinancing, a sector that was valued at $178.84 
billion in 2020 and is projected to reach $496.90 billion by 2030. There is some good 
and bad to it. On the one hand, it allows an increasing number of previously unbanked 

individuals to access financial services, particularly women in rural areas.

The challenge in this environment for lenders is two-fold: after the 2008 crisis, younger 
consumers opted out of using credit cards or taking loans, so they don’t seem like 

“good” debtors from the point of view of the traditional credit scoring system - similar to 

segments that are traditionally underbanked. However, savvy cybercriminals know very 

well about the different security loops that are in place in lending, and fast, digital loans 

look like attractive targets to them which they can exploit easily.

Social Profiling &  
The Future of Credit Scoring

https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/microfinance-market-A06004
https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/microfinance-market-A06004
https://www.globenet.org/archives/web/2006/www.globenet.org/horizon-local/ada/9905women.html
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Identity theft: to open a new account with stolen credentials without any intention of repaying 
the debt.

Going AWOL: fraudsters take advantage of loaning organization’s need for frictionless experiences. 
They open accounts quickly, borrow, and vanish.

Account takeover: fraudsters phish for current account holder information and exploit them to 
borrow money for themselves.

Synthetic identities: fraudsters comb together the personal information of real people, lay low 
and use your service as normal, then when their credit opportunity is at maximum, they “bust 
out” - taking out a massive loan and disappearing.

The first problem traditional credit bureaus face is that data can be falsified or stolen. We 

are talking about two clear forms of fraud, namely identity fraud and synthetic ID fraud. 

According to the U.S: Federal Trade Commission, the latter is the fastest-growing form 

of identity theft. It happens when criminals steal part of someone’s real ID (name, social 

security number or bank account) and combine it with fictional data. 

So how do fraudsters acquire data that helps fool credit scoring bureaus? 

Well, one method is to use stolen data from children or teenagers who have a clean 

transaction history which goes to show that fraudsters will stop at nothing to be able to 

borrow money from loan companies. 

Another consequence of the increase in smaller, frictionless loaning, is that it puts lenders 

at risk. Fraudsters are increasingly targeting microloan offers, using a combination of 

known attacks and techniques:

Why Credit Scoring Comes Short  
– False or Stolen Data

Digital Lending and Risk

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/06/07/scammers-create-a-new-form-of-theft-synthetic-identity-fraud.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/06/07/scammers-create-a-new-form-of-theft-synthetic-identity-fraud.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/24/child-identity-theft-is-a-growing-and-expensive-problem.html
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In fact, every fraudulent dollar in a digital loan costs the lender $2.82, a much higher cost 
than other industries including eCommerce, retail and financial services.

A growing trend towards frictionless user experience means legitimate borrowers want 

to create new accounts, access their money, and they want it in no time. A delay in the 

application or a complex digital verification process can turn them away in seconds.

Digital lenders are therefore under increased pressure to battle fraud while trying to keep 

their heads above water. If they refuse a loan, there is no shortage of competitors who 

will happily take the risk. 

In China alone, micro-lending companies are growing too fast for legislators to remain 

in control.

Battling Multiple Forces At Play

https://tearsheet.co/online-lenders/what-you-need-to-know-about-chinas-online-microlending-industry/
https://tearsheet.co/online-lenders/what-you-need-to-know-about-chinas-online-microlending-industry/
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In fact, fraudsters are smart enough to test their data through their own background 

check systems.

Since there are paid services and websites that let you perform credit checks online, the 

fraudsters can simply build their application file, use a stolen credit card, and purchase 

the service. 

Once they know their credit score will be high, they can apply for a loan with a higher 

success rate than the average borrower.

In some cases, fraudsters even acquire the questions from background check companies, 

and simply manufacture the right user profile to meet all the right criteria.

Running Their Own Background Checks
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However, lenders may not realize it, but they are already in possession of a tremendous 

amount of information about their potential borrowers. In the digital world, any data point 

can be leveraged to paint a clear picture of who your users are.

As we’ve already pointed out in the previous post, you can gain a lot from aggregating 

the right points at the right time.

Combining these tools can give you a 360-degree view of your users, scaling the KYC 
processes you no doubt already have in place to remain compliant.

Digital ID profiling for Scaling 
KYC Processes
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Enter digital footprint analysis... In a nutshell, this is about performing a search for personal 

information based on their internet usage to get a sense of who they are. 

The reason it's a treasure trove of data is that digital usage is increasing all over the 

world, even in markets with a high percentage of unbanked citizens.

Here are examples of the kind of footprint data you can get, simply by enriching your 

basic KYC info:

While these extra digital footprint data points might seem unrelated to credit scoring, 

they are actually a fantastic way to create a very real user profile. 

In fact, a leading micro-lending company in Asia used our phone and email profiling tools 

to link users with social media profiles.

They found that 75% of defaulting customers had no social media presence – a powerful 

predictor of which customers to flag in the future based on their digital footprint.

Sourcing Alternative Data For 
Credit Scoring

Device fingerprinting: the phone, computer, or tablet that borrowers use to connect to the lending 
website contains tons of digital footprint info. Are they using private mode or an emulator? This 
could increase suspicion that they are not who they claim to be.

Email profiling: does the address exist? Is it from a suspicious, disposable domain? Or one that 
doesn’t require any verification at the time of sign up? Read more about reducing risk with email 
lookup here.

Phone analysis: are they signing up with a real phone number? From a fixed line or mobile? And 
did they use that number for messaging services?

IP analysis: one of the oldest and easiest forms of security available: search for the origin of the 
connection to your site. Is it from the right location? Or likely to be masked via TOR or a VPN?

https://www.slideshare.net/DataReportal/digital-2021-july-global-statshot-report-v02
https://www.slideshare.net/DataReportal/digital-2021-july-global-statshot-report-v02
https://seon.io/resources/what-can-an-email-address-reveal-about-your-users/
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Traditionally, credit scoring was calculated based on payment history, debt burden, 

requests for new credit, types of credit used, and the length of the credit history. It is 

now called an outdated system that holds back the economy.

The question is how to redefine credit and credit scoring. Millennials distrust big banks 

and increasingly turn away from credit card offers, which means historical payment or 

credit card data is less relevant than ever. On the other hand, the meteoric rise of buy 

now pay later services is driven by millennial and Gen Z spending habits, with 60% of 
the former and 57% of the latter using this type of scheme.

Lenders can leverage the power of big data analysis to generate personal fraud scores 

and new credit risk models, all thanks to the power of Machine Learning.

Building a solid, efficient online credit scoring model in the digital era is challenging, yet 

entirely possible. The challenge is about trusting the personal information you acquire 

through standard KYC processes and avoiding fraud from stolen identities or synthetic 

identities.

The easy part is that users’ digital footprint is increasingly large and available to aggregate 

with the right tools. 

Using a phone, email or social media profiling solution, you should have no problem 

enriching data and digital footprints from users who are unbanked or to simply confirm 

their identity.

Once a digital footprint helps you know they are who they claim to be, it will be easier 

to understand if they can access loans, how much they could borrow, and how fast they 

can pay them back to ensure your loaning business can grow safely.

Connecting the Dots

Social Profiling for Credit Scoring  
– Key Takeaways

https://chainstoreage.com/study-younger-consumers-driving-buy-now-pay-later-purchases-social-media
https://chainstoreage.com/study-younger-consumers-driving-buy-now-pay-later-purchases-social-media
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